ABSTRACT. Ml maps of type (m, ti) are covered by a universal ma~Jt(m, n) which lies on one of Ihe three simply connected Riexnann surfaces; in fact J(Qn, ti) covers alí maps of type (r, s) where rlm and s¡n. In this paper we construct a tessellation~? which is universal for aH maps on alí surfaces. Wc also consider the tessellation~3) which covers alí triangular maps. This coincides with the well-known Farey tessellation and we fmd many connections between J?(cc, 3) and .4.
INTRODUCTION
Let Y be an orientable surface widxout boundary. A map . 4 on Y is a descomposition of Y into simply-connected polygonal celís called faces. If ni is the least common multiple of the vertex valencies and ti is the least common multiple of ihe face valencies then we say that .4 has type (ni, ti). In [5] it is shown tlxat there is a regular map .A(m, ti) on a simply-connected surface 4 whose vertices alí Uve valency ni and whose faces alí have valency ti, and a subgroup M of die automorphism group of Jt'(m, ti) suctx that . ti) and its automorphism group in §2.) Hence .if(m, ti) is universal for alí maps of type (ni, ti). In fact we shall see tlxat it is universal for alí maps of typc (r, s) where ni and sin.
TIxe aim of ihis paper is to describe a tessellation it' which is universal fon alí maps. It' will necessanily have vertices and faces of infinite valency and 50 we will not count it as a map with the usual definitions. (See [5] , for example.) For this reason we use tessellat¡on to describe ihese more general objects that we construct. Wc shall also construct a tessellation .4(~, 3) which is universal for alí triangular maps. This turns out to be an object which was first considered nearly a ixundred years ago, [4] . It also has important relations to .1/.
The tessellations thaI we consider turn out to be related to dxc classical modular group PSL (2, 7/) and in a companion paper [6] we consider their algebraic and combinatorial properties in more detail.
Even though we are assuming that our surfaces are orientable and without boundary, we point out in §4 that .// Ls universal bor alí maps on alí surfaces. We find it noteworthy that thougtx fi covers alí topological rnaps it is aritlxmetically defined; see Theorem 3.
2. TI-lE MAP Jt'(m, n) (See [5] for more details.) This map lies on the lxyperbolic plane if 
Fm. 1
The angle at C in BB'C is 2n/n so that by rotating the triangle about C we form ti triangles and hence a regular n-gon centred at C. Wc calI this n-gon a Anoiher representation of~(2, ni, ti) is as a permutation group of the darts as we now describe. When an edge e of .4(m, ti) meets a vertex y we draw an arrow along e towards u. TIxis arrow is called a dart of -Jt'(m, ti) and we let Q(ni, ti) denote the set of darts of .,fl(m, ti). Each edge carnes two darts and we define .~to be the permutation of Q(m, ti) of order two which interchanges ihe darts of every edge. Thus .~has a two-cycle for every edge df .4(ni, ti). Now following an anticlockwise orientation áround a vertex y gives us a cyclic permutation of thc ni darts pointing towards u and we define a permutatíon y whiclx is a product of alí such cyclic permutations. Thus y has an ni-cyclc for cvery vertex of .>#(m, ti). Wc tben find that 2 = jV'~is a product of n-cycles, there bcing one such cycle for every face of . 4(m, ti) . Now let r(2, ni, ti) be the group generated by £ and 5k Wc will show thai r(2, m, ti) is isomorptxic to F(2, ni, ti).
As r(2, ni, ti) acts as a group of automorphisms of .4(ni, ti) there is obvious action of~(2, ni, ti) on Q(ni, ti) which comnxutes with the action of r(2, ni, ti>. Now F(2, ni, ti) clearly acts transitively on Q(ni, ti) and as ¡((ni, ti) is connected~(2, ni, ti) also acts transitively on O(mn, ti) byproposition 2.2 of [5] . Also, by properties of discrete groups f'(2, ni, n) also acts freely on 04ni, ti). As the actions of 172, ni, ti) and~(2, m, ti) commute it is easy to see that 172, ni, ti) also acts freely on 04m, ti). Thus if~eQ(ni, ti) and~Er<2,ni, ti) then ihere is a unique gefl2, ni, ti) such thai~(x)=g(a). Now and thus tIxe funetion (frr(2, ni, ti)-.r(2, ni, n) given by <V(~)=g -I is an isomorphism.
We now leí . 4 [1] or [5] we deduce that 4(m, ti) where one or both of ni or ti can be m. We will see ttxat it makcs sense to write k¡~for alí positive integers k. Thc idea behind our construction is that in hypcrbolic geomctry there are rotations of infinite order that generate discrete groups. We remind the reader bów tIxis occurs.
If we consider the Poincaré upper half-plane modei IH of hyperbolic geometry, then the sense-preserving isometries are the real Móbius transformations,
Thc rotations are represented by the elliptic elements, those for whiclx Ia+dI <2. These are also characterised by having a single fixed point in IH, the centre of rotation. Transformations for which ¡a + d¡ = 2 are called parabolic and have a single fixed point in IR U {oú}. We can think of IR U {aÚ} as being the line at infxnity in the hyperbolic plane so parabolic elements are rotations about 'a point at inflnity'. For ihis reason, parabolic elements were called limit rotations in some older books. They can be ttxought of as elliptic elements of infinite order.
Universal Tessella(ions

¡15
Every parabolic clement is conjugate to z-*z+ 1 and so generates an infinite cyclic discrete group. A triangle group ['(2,~, n) has a presentation .cx,y,z¡x 2 =z~=xyz=1=.
The 'relation' y"> = 1 is regarded as being vacuous but we can read it as y is parabolic'. Note that there is a bomomorphism from 172, aD, n) to ['(2, m, n) for alí integers n, so tbat any map subgroup in ['(2, ni, ti) can be pulled baek to ['(2, n, ti). The statemcnt kIcc is explained by the existence of a bomomorphism from tbe infinite (parabolic) cyclic group onto the rmite (elliptic) cyclic group of order k.
THE UNIVERSAL TRIANGULAR TESSELLATION
Before we describe the universal tessellation, WC discuss the universal triangular tessellation, which turns out to be a more familiar object. Ihe universal triangular tessellation is denoted by ¡((ce, 3) and it is constructed in tbe same way as we formed .i(m, ti). Thus we start with a triangle with angles iz/2, ir/3, Ir/a) (=0). As ['(2, ce, 3) is isomorphic to ['(2, 3, ce) which, in turn, is isomorphic to PSL(2, 7/), (the modular group), we choose br our basic triangle half of tbe standard fundamental domain for the modular group.
This has vertices i, p = (1 + ¡<'3)12 and ce. Follawing the procedure before, we construct a tessellation in which ce is a verte; i is an edge-centre and p is a face-centre. The rotation of order 3 abaut p Ls z-. -1/(z-1) whicb maps (0, ce, p) to (1, 0, p) and then to (ce, 1, p). Thus a principal triangle of tbe tessellation has vertices 0, 1, and ce. In this sense then, ¡E can indeed be regarded as the universal triangular tessellation. AII triangular tessellations are quotients of ¡E and so ¡E covers alJ triangular maps.
THE UNIVERSAL TESSELLATION
By considering the groups ['(2, a), n) for n>3, we can construct universal n-gonal tesscllations. The groups ['(2, a), n)rs ['(2,n, co) are Hecke groups and are rather more complicated than the modular group. (The matrix entries he in the ¡¡cId Q(cos Ir/ti). We shall be more interested in jumping straight to ¡'(2, co, co) so that we can construct the universal tessellation. Luckily, tbis group is isomorphic to a subgroup of ihe modular group. + 1/2. By using isometrie circíes, it is casily seen that Q is a fundamental domain for r~(2), (see [3] , for example) and as T has angles ir/2, O and O it follows that F~(2) is isom~rphic to ['(2, a), a)). See Proof. Wc note that
Ihus tIxe images of the four vertices of Q lic on the boundary of 1'. As Q is hyperbolically convex, Ak(Q) E P so that We consider 1' as being an infinite-sided polygon with vertices 1/2k (keZ -{0}) and a). We do not consider O as a vertcx. However, as O is fixed by dxc parabolic (or Jimit rotation) A, which cyclically permutes tIxe vertices of P, we regard O as aface-centre of 1'.
Ihe tessellation it then, is the union of al! images of P under ['o (2) .As P is a union of r~ (2) Proal'. By parts (a) and (c) of the theorem, the function which takes a/2b to a/b is ihe required isomorphisnx. 
Proaf. Ibis follows from (f).
Remark. It is shown in [6] that the underlying graph of JI is a suborbital graph for the modular group and is topologically a tree.
We now prove ¡be universal properíy of dxc tessellation .4. We just follow tIxe procedure in §3 for triangular tcssellations Even though we have been assuming that our surfaces are orientable and without boundary, Ihe aboye result does apply to more general surfaces. For leí .4 be a map on a surface Y which is either non-orientable, or has boundary, or botlx. Then, following [1] , we can form the canonical double 
BIPARTITE MAN
By theorem 3(b), the face-centres of It are rationals witb odd denominator. By thcorem 3(e), if two faces are adjacent then the numerators of the face-centres cannol have the sanie parity. Thus we can two-colour the faces of.4 according to the parity of the numerator. Now it is easy to see that ihe subgroup of ['~(2) Whlch preserves thc set of rationals of the fon odd/odd, and hence those of ihe fon even/odd, is ['(2), the principal congruence subgroup of level 2; this is defined by az + b a, b, e, del!, aU-be=I, (a ""j (1~mod 2.
Z ez + U' \e U)
This has index 2 in ['~ (2) and is isomorphic to the triangle group ['(co,a), cn).
Ib 41 <['(2), thcn as M preserves the two-colouring of JI, .>II/M is bipartite, and alí bipartite maps occur in this way.
Now by a result of Walsh [8] , bipartite maps are in one-to-one correspondence with hypermaps. It is shown in [2] that hypermaps correspond to subgroups of ['(co, a), a)) in thc same way that maps correspond to subgroups of ['(2, a), so). This section can thus be vicwed as an interpretation of Walshes theorem in terms of the modular group.
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